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Introduction: There is sweeping evidence that calcium-rich, aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) were widely 

redistributed throughout the solar nebula after forming from minerals that condensed in a high-temperature region 

near the Sun, at < 1 au [1-3]. CAIs are abundant in chondritic meteorites from parent bodies that accreted in and 

around Jupiter’s orbit at approximately 3-4 au [3] and have even been detected in the Stardust sample return from 

comet Wild 2 [1,3-5]. The two main hypotheses for how CAIs ended up so far from their formation region are: 

radial diffusion through the protoplanetary disk [e.g., 1,3,7-8] or launching of CAIs by magnetocentrifugally-driven 

winds from < 1 au plus fallback onto the disk at >~10 au [1,9-11]. The two hypotheses have different consequences: 

in the diffusion model, the earliest-formed CAIs would arrive first beyond Jupiter to the carbonaceous chondrite-

forming region. On the other hand, the disk wind hypothesis predicts the earliest-formed CAIs would arrive last 

because the disk winds tended to be strong in the earlier formation of the disk, causing CAIs to travel greater 

distances and take a longer time to radially drift inward towards their final region [1]. The radial diffusion 

hypothesis has been modeled in detail and successfully predicts how CAIs and refractory elements were distributed 

in the disk [1,3]. Here we test the hypothesis that CAIs were launched by disk winds and transported to the outer 

regions of the Solar nebula. 

Methods:  We wrote Python code to model trajectories of CAI-like particles ejected from the disk. A 3D model 

of disk gas density and velocity from wind models [11-13] is used to calculate the drag force propelling CAIs at 

distances from the Sun r and heights z above the midplane, as well as Sunward gravity and centrifugal force. A 

Runge-Kutta integration yields CAI positions and velocities over time, for various ejection parameters like distance 

from the Sun and CAI size.  

Discussion: For CAIs forming at < 1 au to reach ~10 au, the following must be satisfied: CAIs have to be found 

> 3 disk scale heights above the midplane to be a part of the magnetocentrifugal outflow at the disk surface [1,11-

13]. CAI sizes larger than ~1 mm don’t reach these heights, instead settling to the midplane. For CAIs with a size of 

~1 mm, we find they are vertically distributed with a scale height only 1/3 of the gas scale height, leaving essentially 

no ~1 mm CAIs existing 3 gas scale heights above the midplane at 1 au. Only CAIs with radii less than ~300 μm 

exist at 3 gas scale heights above the midplane at 1 au. Next, CAIs have to overcome the gravitational force of the 

Sun to be accelerated in the outflow due to a drag force that allows for these CAIs to reach speeds to travel a 

distance of ~10 au [1]. This selects for CAIs < 10 μm in size but not << 1 μm, as CAIs must not surpass escape 

velocity or stay bound to the outflow gas [1]. Gas is accelerated by the magnetic field in a magnetocentrifugal 

outflow, and it escapes the disk in a jet reaching speeds of tens of km/s relative to the background Keplerian flow. 

Particles in this gas feel a drag force accelerating them up and outward. Particles with radii ~1 μm would be 

accelerated until gas densities drop to ~4 x 10-16 g/cm3, which is estimated to take place around z ~ 12 scale heights 

with a heliocentric velocity of ~37 km/s. This launch velocity barely exceeds local orbital velocity, and 10 μm 

particles only travel from 1 au to 1.4 au, and even 1 μm particles travel only from 1 au to 3 au. 

Conclusion: In conclusion, we find that only CAIs with radii < 300 μm are found in the disk at z > 3 scale 

heights where gas is launched. CAIs with radii < 10 μm are small enough to be forced upward by disk winds faster 

than they fall back to the disk midplane, and yet even these CAIs cease to be accelerated once they have risen a few 

disk scale heights to lower gas velocities. We find that only CAIs with radii < 1 μm can become accelerated 

sufficiently to reach distances > 10 au, but most CAIs are larger than 1 μm [14]. Therefore, disk winds can only 

transport the very smallest of CAIs; they cannot transport larger particles, especially the big (up to ~1 cm) CAIs 

found in CV chondrites.  
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